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Make your projects easier with
our powerful equipment!

If we can complete your jobs in less days
with less equipment, doesn't it make

sense that you'll save time and money?
Contact us today for a quote and let us

show you how our equipment and
experience

can benefit you!
-Jerry Sanders

JOBS ARE EASIER
WITH OUR 140

This is one of, if not the most,
powerful lift in

the United States.
You'll be amazed with the

hydraulic telescoping boom that
has a vertical reach to 25 feet!

As manufacturing changes, we
are seeing equipment such as
presses and dies become
heavier and heavier. On a
regular basis, we lift 105,000 lb
dies for our customers,
sometimes on a daily or weekly
basis. And, as you know, that
means a day to setup a gantry, a
day to move and a breakdown
install day - that’s 3 days!  Many
of our customers are updating
their operations with newer,
heavier production elements and they don’t have the time traditional rigging equipment
requires for the project. That’s one of the main reasons we added this lift to our inventory
last year – to save you time and money!

DISCOVER SHEAR POWER

Our fabrication shop is excited to
announce the recent addition of a new
accushear! This heavy duty shear can
tackle any application. We are looking
forward to offering more efficient cuts up to
1/4" stainless steel. Get in line soon
because this machine already has the

https://airiggers.com/videos/


work lined up!

CRUNCH AND MUNCH
DEMOLITION VIDEOS

Recently, we removed an overhead crane
rig. Once it was down, we sheared it up
with big power.

Click here or on the photo to watch our
team at work.

Associated Industrial Riggers has an extensive inventory of equipment to meet any
rigging situation with lift trucks with booms to 70-ton capacity. We are busy safely
installing, repairing, relocating, connecting, inspecting, leveling/aligning, anchoring and
overhauling this month. How can we help you?

Holiday Shut Down's are just
around the corner...
ARE YOU ON OUR LIST?

It's no secret that holidays are truly
the busiest time of our year. We are
beginning to schedule holiday
projects. Get on our list today!

CONTACT US

Associated Industrial Riggers is the
premier industrial machinery and systems
installer of industry. As one of the largest
merit shop industrial maintenance
companies in the United States, we look
forward to being your partner in any
turnkey rigging, millwright or maintenance
project.

We work in industrial plants for a day, a
week, a month a year or longer. We are
reliable and offer superior value. Contact
us for your industrial machinery and
systems needs.

R. Jerry Sanders,
Chairman & CEO

800-724-3888
rgsanders@AIRiggers.com

Visit our website to see more capabilities and projects! CLICK HERE

https://airiggers.com/videos/
http://www.airiggers.com/


Our team is experienced and specialized for any job. We welcome the
opportunity to be your partner too! We can help your people,

or we can do the entire job at hourly or contract rates.


